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Indiana Core Science Life Science
INDIANAPOLIS (Inside INdiana Business) — Indiana’s life sciences industry continued to grow in 2020 despite the pandemic, according to new data from the Indiana Business Research center at the ...
Data shows record growth in Indiana life sciences sector
Indiana Tech is planning a May groundbreaking for a $21.5 million renovation and expansion of Zollner Engineering Center, the university announced today. The facility – which will nearly double ...
Indiana Tech to renovate, expand engineering center
and life science. “Programs centered on science, technology, engineering and mathematics have long been a core strength of our university,” commented Indiana Tech president Karl Einolf.
Indiana Tech announces major campus upgrade for STEM programs
No, this isn't the beginning of a bad joke; it happens every Tuesday night at the Indiana University Kelley School of Business in a new class offered to business and life sciences graduate students.
The Business of Life Science
The company’s capital allocation to office segment assets, including life science, medical office buildings (MOBs ... the value of its assets through opportunistic disposals of non-core assets ...
Life-Science Assets to Aid Ventas (VTR) Amid Pandemic Woes
Our students earn a world class Indiana University degree in an intimate ... Students in Nursing, Sciences, and Health Sciences have attended conferences, and many have presented their own research.
Indiana University--Kokomo Student Life
CARMEL - Living with Fragile X Syndrome (FXS) can be crippling for a family emotionally, financially and physically; the rare disorder disrupts the skills needed for everyday life, such as ...
Fragile X Treatment Nears Phase 2 Trials
KKR has closed on The Exchange on 16th, a 750,000-square-foot office complex in San Francisco’s Mission Bay submarket for slightly more than $1 billion. The seller is Kilroy Realty Corp. Longfellow ...
KKR Buys San Francisco Life Science Office for $1B
“Wetlands are vital to our life ... in science, fostered by time spent in nature and his avid interest in reading. His mom said Leo has donated many books to foster youth in Indiana and ...
Indiana lawmakers want to strip protections for wetlands. This 11-year-old wants to stop them.
“Initiating this fund and offering the ability to invest in the life sciences sector is a natural extension of our core expertise ... from the University of Hawaii, an MBA from Indiana University ...
JSR Life Sciences Launches Corporate Venture Fund to Foster Investment in New Companies and Innovative Technologies
Inc. and their growing focus on core outsourcing activities by these companies. Increasing productivity and comply with the rules and growing strategic initiatives, mergers and acquisitions and ...
Life Sciences BPO Market Size to Grow at a CAGR of 15.3% During the Forecast Period 2021–2026
JSR Life Sciences LLC has launched the ‘JSR Life Sciences Corporate Venture Fund’ as part of a continued effort to identify and accelerate novel therapies and innovative technologies. JSR will ...
JSR Life Sciences Unveils Corporate Venture Fund
Nationally, we provide information to describe and understand the Earth; minimize loss of life and property from natural disasters; manage water, biological, energy, and mineral resources; and enhance ...
Ohio-Kentucky-Indiana Water Science Center
Wave Life Sciences Ltd's (NASDAQ: WVE) closely-watched antisense oligonucleotide program crashed in an early-stage Huntington's disease study, ...
Wave Life Sciences Stock Plunges After Antisense Oligonucleotide Candidates Disappoint In Huntington's Disease Study
Evonik to supply commercial quantities of simufilam, a drug candidate for the treatment of Alzheimer’s disease The late clinical phase quantities will be produced at Evonik’s Tippecanoe site in ...
Evonik and Cassava Sciences join forces to fight Alzheimer’s disease
They could result in a core technology that enables a rapid medical response to future emerging viral pathogens. In addition, they can form the basis for digital twins for other diseases. Initially, ...
Using digital twins in viral infection
Undeterred, Thor found a new outlet for his love of science and education ... Ever since seeing his first Indiana Jones movie as a child, Thor has had a one-track mind to study, understand ...
PBS to Air N.J. Resident's New Science Show
Tandems can be derived from core polymers, with both core and tandem polymers able to be conjugated to antibodies. Beckman Coulter Life Sciences has developed a proprietary technology to manufacture ...
Beckman Coulter life sciences brightens flow cytometry with new SuperNova polymer dyes portfolio
INDIANAPOLIS - Indiana's life sciences industry continued to grow in 2020 despite the pandemic, according to new data from the Indiana Business Research center at the IU Kelley School of Business.
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